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Specifications
Lift Capacity Weight (kg) LxWxH (mm)

CM3 6,600 lb (3 tonne) 304 lb (138 kg) L 23” (584 mm) x H 25” (635 mm) x W 28” (711 mm)

PT3000-700A HLOK Tough Seal™, 10 ft (3 m) PT8300-500A SL/CM Mounting Assembly for Mini Skid Steer (side mount)

PT7401-002 SL/CM Vacuum Filter Element PT8301-100A Pad Beam for Dual or Single Pad Assembly

PT7600-100 SL/CM 12V Rechargeable Battery PT8301-110A Pad Beam for Single Pad Assembly

PT7600-025A SL/CM Battery Charger

Parts & Accessories

Lift Capacity Weight (kg) LxWxH (mm)

CM-2424 3,463  lb (1,571 kg) 97.6 lb (44.2 kg) 24” x 24” (610x610 mm) inner/28” x 28” (711x711 mm) outer

CM-3030 5,531 lb (2,500 kg) 133.5 lb (60.5 kg) 30” x 30” (762x762 mm) inner/34” x 34” (864x864 mm) outer

CM-3636 8,060 lb (3,656 kg) 176.4 lb (80 kg) 36” x 36” (914x914 mm) inner/40” x 40” (1016x1016 mm) outer

STANDARD PAD OPTIONS

COMPACT RANGE

CM SERIES
The CM 3 Compact Modular Vacuum Lifting System takes skid steer attachments to a new level! Easily adaptable to multiple applications 
and host machines, the CM 3 features rugged all-steel construction to handle materials up to 6,600 lb (3 tonne). The first vacuum lifting 
solution of its kind, the patent pending CM 3 is an efficient solution to a wide variety of material handling needs, allowing larger skid 
steers and track loaders to safely lift concrete slabs, steel plates and pipe with ease.

 → Available with manual or wireless remote control.
 → Removable legs for storage.
 → Weighs the same as a standard bucket so there is no change 

in lift capacity of the host machine (with standard mounting 
assembly).

 → Can accommodate single or double pad configurations to lift a 
variety of material weights and sizes. 

 → Includes quick-connect hydraulic hoses and factory pre-set 
flow control valve to ensure optimal performance.

 → Hydraulically driven vacuum pump operates using the auxiliary 
hydraulics from the host machine (minimum 10 GPM required 
with maximum 3,000 PSI).

 → Models with innovative accumulator design allow contractors 
to use the system on equipment without a case drain.

Base unit includes picking eye and removable storage legs (pad beam, pads and mounting assembly sold separately).


